New Hampshire Department of Transportation
Bicycle-Pedestrian Transportation Advisory Committee
Lane Marking Sub-Committee Report – August 10, 2015
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The New Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT) Bicycle-Pedestrian Transportation
Advisory Committee (BPTAC) Lane Marking Sub-Committee was formed to identify and
resolve issues related to roadway pavement markings, rumble strip treatments and signing which
have resulted in unsafe conditions on NH roads for people walking and riding bicycles.
Appropriate lane markings and signing increase overall awareness that people walking or riding
bicycles have an equal right to use public roadways; and such markings are a cost-effective
solution to making New Hampshire highways better and safer for all users.
The sub-committee first met in September 2014 and conducted five meetings over a nine-month
period. The core sub-committee was comprised of the following members:
Scott Bogle, Rockingham Planning Commission
Mike Dugas, Bureau of Preliminary Design
Larry Keniston, NHDOT Bureau of Rail and Transit
Ted Kitsis, Bureau of Construction
William Lambert, NHDOT Bureau of Traffic
Dave Topham, Granite State Wheelmen / BWANH
Additional input was provided by:
Jim Kirouac, Bureau of Highway Design
Kevin Prince, Bureau of M&R, Pavement Management
Tobey Reynolds, Bureau of Final Design
As a result of our discussions, the committee submits the following general recommendations.
Specific recommendations on actions the Department may consider are detailed in the report.
1. Improve internal NHDOT communications between Department Bureaus and with contractors
to increase consideration of bicycle and pedestrian transportation in all projects and ensure
project specifications are followed.
2. Improve external NHDOT communications to ensure that communities receiving resurfacing
projects are aware of the opportunity to make changes to better accommodate the full range of
road users.
3. Follow best practices for lane markings on state roads, using AASHTO and MUTCD
recommended lane markings for bicycle and pedestrian safety for all new projects and
resurfacing operations.
4. Correct inappropriate pavement marking or rumble strip/stripe work that does not follow
NHDOT policies. Hold contractors responsible for non-compliant work accountable and enforce
corrective actions.
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5. Use sand- or hydro-blasting rather than grinding to remove incorrectly applied lane markings
where bicycle traffic is expected, to avoid the rumble strip effect that can result from grinding.
6. Install MUTCD-compliant bicycle warning signs where requested by communities to make
motorists more aware of state traffic laws that provide bicyclists with the same rights and
responsibilities of motorized traffic.
7. Discontinue the practice of tapered breakdown lane markings at intersections.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE LANE MARKING SUBCOMMITTEE
1. Improve internal NHDOT communications. Some projects and discussions over the
past several years have proven that plans and details were not properly executed due to
breakdowns in communication.
Internal communications between Bureaus warrants improvement, with the Route 111 rumble
stripe project being an example. After BPTAC researched rumble stripes being more “bicycle
friendly”, helping to re-write the specs in July 2013, and three public hearings conducted by
NHDOT to explain the benefits of rumble stripes, the “old” rumble strip design was incorporated
in September 2014 and then it did not meet the prior specifications.
Recommendation: Better project tracking via a practical routing mechanism is recommended.
Another example is the lane marking on Route 3 in Merrimack. The shoulder width adjacent to a
curb was approximately 42” before resurfacing but only 9” after, thereby forcing bicyclists to
occupy the main travel lane.
Recommendation: Include collection of a small number of sample measurements of lane and
shoulder width as part of data collection prior to pavement grinding, in addition to video
recording. There was discussion of 4-5 sample measurements/mile, or in places where
lane/shoulder width configuration appears non-standard. These data would be provided to the
striping crew along with the video and project notes.
2. Improved external NHDOT communications. Notification letters concerning
NHDOT resurfacing projects are sent to the local communities, but may not be circulated to
appropriate local boards, and communities often are not aware that resurfacing projects can be an
opportunity to adjust shoulder and lane width.
Recommendation: NHDOT should consider: 1) including in the letters a recommendation to
route it to all likely concerned local entities; and 2) sending a copy of the letter to the Executive
Director and/or Senior Transportation Planner of the regional planning commission serving the
community. Notification letters could also be copied to the Bike-Walk Alliance of NH at
info@bwanh.org.
If a community requests lane marking modifications by contacting the NHDOT BicyclePedestrian Program Office, the request will be reviewed then sent to the Bureau of Preliminary
Design to ensure proper design and safety standards are met. A proposed template for the
notification letter is attached.
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3. Use of Best Practices/AASHTO and MUTCD guidelines. AASHTO and MUTCD
guidelines are recognized and supported by USDOT. By considering all of these guidelines,
unnecessarily hazardous conditions for non-motorized users of highways can be avoided. If any
aspect of a project does not follow Federal guidelines, that exception with justification should be
documented. Although some standards related to bicycle and pedestrian safety in the MUTCD
and the AASHTO bicycle facilities guide are identified as optional, the USDOT since 2010 has
strongly encouraged state departments of transportation to go beyond minimum standards in
designing roadways to ensure the safety for people walking or riding bicycles. The safety of
these road users should be on an equal basis as the safety of people in automobiles.
Recommendation: Incorporate AASHTO and MUTCD recommended lane and pavement
markings for bicycle and pedestrian safety in new projects and resurfacing operations, at a
minimum where municipal request or data showing high bicycle and/or pedestrian traffic prompt
such markings; and maintain these markings on an equal footing with lane and pavement
markings guiding automobile traffic. Of particular interest and incurring no addition cost, the
travel lane width should be appropriate for the posted traffic speed thereby providing a “trafficcalming effect” and reducing the need for active enforcement. Excessively wide lanes promote
speeding and narrow shoulders thereby making the road less safe for all users.
The committee recognizes that due to budgetary constraints, the department is not maintaining
100% of existing lane markings therefore prioritization is taking place. The committee asks: if
90% of the road miles in the annual maintenance program focused on auto markings can be
achieved now, but with no attention to bicycle and pedestrian markings, could 85% of the road
miles be completed while including markings for the safety of people bicycling or walking? The
committee would also ask if the NHDOT could develop an estimate of the cost impact
maintaining bicycle/pedestrian markings.
4. Correction of non-compliant work. If problems are found during construction they are
usually less costly to remedy than doing such later. In reality, problems are weighed for the risk
factor, cost to repair, and if any corrective action is required. The net result could be noncompliant with NHDOT standards and present hazardous conditions existing for years. This
could be interpreted as a form of negligence.
Recommendation: The best course of action was felt to avoid problems from occurring in the
first place by implementing better controls as indicated above. No one wants hazardous
conditions to exist or to be held liable for any related crashes or injuries.
5. Removal of incorrect lane markings. The typical method of removing incorrect lane lines is
to grind the pavement surface, this leaving a shallow and noisy groove. This can be hazardous to
bicycle traffic and promotes deterioration of the roadway. Sand or hydro blasting for line
removal is approved by NHDOT specs but is not used unless a local concerned entity
requests such. It is recommended that grinding should only be used on temporary roadway
surfaces and never in the shoulder area where bicycle traffic is expected.
Recommendation: The committee suggests that sand or hydro blasting for removal of painted
lines in a bicycle travel lane should be the default for all NHDOT projects and should be
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specified in striping contracts. The grinding method should be limited to temporary pavement on
roads and highways not subject to bicycle traffic.
6. Signs related to bicycling and lane use. The “Share to Road” (W16-1P) cautionary signing
has fallen out of favor nationally and the NHPASS sign is not MUTCD compliant. The
Committee suggests that MUTCD-compliant sign “Bikes May Use Full Lane” (R4-11) and
“Begin Right Turn Lane – Yield to Bikes” (R4-4) be installed where warranted. Use of these
MUTCD-approved signs is recommended where safety concerns or local community requests
warrant installation. Approved signs could be purchased by local communities for installation on
local roads if desired and funded by them.
Recommendation: The NHDOT Traffic Bureau’s 2004 Work Instructions titled
‘Guideline for Bicycle Warning Signs” will be updated to include reference to the R4-11 “Bikes
May Occupy Full Lane” sign. We have also recently become aware of a sign that is being used
by the State of Maine designed to convey three foot minimum passing distance laws (see
attached) that is MUTCD compliant and therefore more widely applicable than the NHPASS
design. Signs that indicates a bicyclist may use the full lane (R4-11), especially in construction
zones, would reduce the chance of crashes and fatalities like the July 22, 2015 incident in Exeter
claiming the life of bicyclist Margaret Rugg.
7. Taper of shoulders at intersections. Current NHDOT policy stipulates that the taper should
only be used where shoulders are 5 feet or greater, the end of the taper should still leave 30”
between fog line and edge of pavement, and on the approach to the intersection the fog line
should remain parallel to the edge of road up to the radius point of the side road (i.e. no taper on
the approach). The NH Route 108 photo (attached) appears to show shoulder width of >5’, but
the taper on the far-side if the intersection goes against the department policy as the line is
brought almost all the way into the curb/edge of pavement rather than leaving the stipulated 30”.
Surface street intersections should not encourage deceleration / acceleration activities by
motorists to occur in the shoulder where there may be cyclists and pedestrians.
Recommendation: Revise the NHDOT policy to eliminate the option of “tapered shoulders” in
order to allocate lane space consistently throughout intersections. This will help slow turning
motorists by suggesting they drive within the marked lane, give cyclists the shoulder space
defined by Federal guidelines, and reduce striping cost as a straight line is less expensive than a
curved line.
Respectively submitted by:
Dave Topham, BPTAC Member
Lane Marking Sub-Committee Chair
dstopham@comcast.net
603.898.9926
File: BPTAC LM report-081015c.docx
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

JEFF BRILLHART, P.E.
ACTING COMMISSIONER

May 27, 2015
TOWN OF HENNIKER (SAMPLE LETTER – DRAFT ONLY)
18 DEPOT HILL ROAD
HENNIKER, NH 03242
RE: Highway Maintenance District 5
Proposed Resurfacing Program CY 2014
For your planning information, the New Hampshire Department of Transportation has tentatively programmed a
segment of NH Route 114 in your town for paving during the coming season. The pavement treatment consists
of a ¾-inch paver shim from the Weare town line northerly to the interchange with US Route 202/9. I hope this
information will assist you in coordinating maintenance activities such as crosswalk striping, underground
utility projects, trenching, and curb or sidewalk work. This is particularly important for manholes and other
structures within the paving limits as significant depressions can develop if they are not set to the proper grade.
If appropriate, please advise local utilities to prepare for the proposed resurfacing since it will be their
responsibility to make adjustments as required to accommodate the paving.
Please be aware that the State Legislature has delegated the Commissioner of the Department with the full
authority to control traffic in highway/bridge construction work zones on Class I, II and III highways. Prior to
commencement of the work, the Department will send notice of a preconstruction meeting. You are invited
to attend this meeting as project schedule and anticipated traffic control measures are among the topics
discussed.
The Department, as of April 1, 2013, will only compensate for the use of police officers that have successfully
completed an NHDOT approved course on the Safe and Effective Use of Law Enforcement in Work Zones
Should the program be changed due to funding considerations or pavement conditions, I will contact you. Once
a contract and schedule of work has been approved, the Contractor is required to provide written notice to your
town between 7 and 14 work days in advance of the final paving.
In addition to this work, District maintenance forces will grader-shim various sections of the secondary highway
system as part of our routine maintenance program.
The NHDOT Traffic Bureau plans to lay out the pavement markings in similar manner to the markings existing
today. Traffic Bureau operates under the New Hampshire Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
http://www.nh.gov/dot/programs/bikeped/documents/BikePedPlan.pdf, adopted in May of 2000, which includes
the objective: "The NHDOT will, as part of its normal road striping operations on resurfaced roads, restripe
roads to allow for paved shoulders where none exist now, as long as travel lanes meet width requirement" (page
5). The Department’s standard practice is to re-stripe 12 foot lanes where adequate pavement width is available.
JOHN O. MORTON BUILDING • 7 HAZEN DRIVE • P.O. BOX 483 • CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03302-0483
TELEPHONE: 603-271-3734 • FAX: 603-271-3914 • TDD: RELAY NH 1-800-735-2964 • INTERNET: WWW.NHDOT.COM

Beyond Traffic Bureau's commitment to the 2000 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, Traffic Bureau may consider
individual community requests for lane striping modification to better meet the community’s needs for bicycle
and pedestrian activities along the highway. For more information about how communities in New Hampshire
have shaped pavement markings, see the document at
http://www.nh.gov/dot/programs/bikeped/documents/NHDOTGuidetoLaneSpaceAllocation03302015.pdf or
call Larry Keniston, NHDOT Bike-Ped Coordinator, 603.271.1668.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to call at the number listed below.

Sincerely,

Richard C. Radwanski, P.E.
District Engineer
RCR/amv
File with Henniker

File: Sample letter to communities—051315.docx

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Work Instructions

CATEGORY

Topic: Guideline for Bicycle Warning Signs
Description and Purpose: To provide guidance for the installation of bicycle warning
signs to be used on State maintained highways. The subject signs are oriented toward
vehicular and bicycle traffic along the highway.

References:
1. RSA - 236:1, 230:53, 230:74, 230:75, 230:77 & 12 - B: 4

2. MUTCD 2003 - Part 1, Chapter IA, Part 2, Chapter's 2A & 2C and Part 9,
Chapter's 9A & 9B.

3. The Standard Highway Signs Book, 2002 Edition.
4. New Hampshire Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, 2000.
5. AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, 1999.
General:
Bicycle warning signs are generally installed and maintained by the New Hampshire
Department of Transportation, Bureau of Traffic for the specific situations and conditions
described herein. Per the New Hampshire Statewide Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (May,
2000), the NHDOT adopted the statewide bicycle route system as its primary network of
routes for inter-regional bicycle travel. Furthermore, the NHDOT will "develop
standards .. . for appropriate signage of the network", "identify deficiencies and
initiate appropriate corrections within financial constraints for routes on the network," and
"actively provide for the needs of bicyclists and pedestrians in all highway projects where
possible."
The primary means to meet these stated goals and objectives will be through project
development and implementation. In addition, the NHDOT will work to identify portions
of the adopted statewide bicycle route system that warrant additional traffic control measures
as described herein and will provide said devices where warranted through normal
maintenance operations. Implementation of these measures will be by the Bureau of
Traffic through the NHDOT Bike/Ped Coordinator.
Anyone wishing to bring specific concerns relative to bicycle traffic to the attention of
the NHDOT should forward them in writing to the Bicycle and Pedestrian Program
coordinator as follows:

1) Mail the letter of request to:
New Hampshire Department of Transportation Bicycle
and Pedestrian Program Coordinator
7 Hazen Drive
P. 0. Box 4 83
Concord, New Hampshire 03302 -0483
2) Provide the following information:
a. Name, address, and telephone number and e-mail address (if available).
b. Contact person if different than above.
c. Organization affiliation and address if any.
d. Explain the area of concern.
e. Location of concern;
i. Town / City.
ii. Route number or Road I Street name.
iii. Landmark information to facilitate field review.
f. A map to highlight the location of concern, if available.
Since multi-lane divided limited access facilities (interstate highways, turnpikes, etc.)
prohibit bicycles, no. bicycle warning signs shall be installed on these facilities .
On conventional highways other than those included in the statewide bicycle route
system, bicycle specific warning signs will be considered on a case by case basis,
depending on need and available resources. [need to include means to allow local
advocates to install/maintain devices on State-maintained routes]

Procedures:

1. Per the MUTCD, Warning signs call attention to unexpected conditions on or adjacent
to a highway or street and to situations that might not be readily apparent to road users.
Warning signs alert road users to conditions that might call for a reduction in speed or an
action in the interest of safety and efficient traffic operations .
.' \
. '
2. The need for specific warning signs as described herein will be determined by an
engineering review as described in the MUTCD 2003, I A.09.
3. Placement of warning signs shall be erected in accordance with the general
requirements for sign position as described in the MUTCD 2003.
4. The signs shall be black legend and border on a yellow Type III retro-reflective
background.
5. The Department may approve the installation of bicycle warnings as noted below:
a. "Share the Road" (W 16-1) may be installed on State maintained roadways for
designated bike routes on the New Hampshire Statewide Bicycle Route System

map prepared by the NHDOT Bureau of Transportation Planning. This type of sign
is used on a roadway with less than a four (4) foot wide paved shoulder to warn
motorists to watch for bicyclists traveling along the highway. These signs will be
installed with the "Bicycle Warnings" (W11-1) signs. The signs are to be used at
points where the paved shoulder width is reduced or where regular bicycle traffic
(i.e. separate bike route) is introduced. The signs should not be used as a reminder
along the length of a route.

Wl 1-1

W16-l

b. "Bicycle Warning" (W ll-1) signs along with one of the supplemental plaques
"distance" (Wl6-2a) or "arrow" (W16-7p) or ''ahead" (W l6-9p) shall be installed
at designated crossings of a designated bike route as noted above. The signs
should only be used at locations where bicycle traffic is the primary crossing
mode. For multi-use paths that include bicycle and pedestrian traffic, the
pedestrian warning signs (W l 1-2) should be used.

c. “Steel Grid Deck” (W8-10a) or “Steel Grid Shoulders” (W8-10b) supplemental
plaque signs will be installed prior to all steel grid bridges on the State maintained
highway. These signs will be installed with the "Bicycle Surface Condition" W8-10
signs.

d. "Angled RR XING" (W8-10d) supplemental plaque sign shall be installed prior to
all railroad crossings that are less than a 45 degree angle to a State maintained
highway. This sign will be installed with a "Bicycle Surface Condition" warning
(W8-10) sign.

•

e. "Bicycle Surface Condition" warning (W8- l 0) signs shall also be installed prior to
any covered bridges with wood flooring on a State maintained highway.

W8-10
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Administrator/Traffic Engineer
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Incorrectly Installed Rumble Strips along Route 111

Route 3, Merrimack - Shoulder space for bicyclists eliminated after re-striping

